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TRENDS—Latin America
JOSl

GOMEZ

SICRE

JOS£ LUIS CUEVAS: Sketch for the Woman Painter. Ink on paper, 1959. Included in the Fifth Biennial
in Sao Paulo, Brazil! September through December, 1959. Lenf by *he Gres Gallery, Washington, D. C.
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Y A CURIOUS PARADOX, Latin American art is quite well known and little known, widely shown and yet
poorly diffused, welcomed and yet illtreated, in the United States and in Europe
as well. This odd contradiction of terms
depends on personal emotions and widelyseparated viewpoints as to what constitutes
Latin American art, and diverse opinions
as to what should be exhibited—and how
and where.
To some, Latin American art is the carnival-type, descriptive and superficial pictorial chronicle of South American people
and customs that appeal to visiting tourists. This limited concept can damage the
reputation of valid Latin American art
among serious collectors everywhere. Possibly an explanation for this continuing
concept of a picturesque art with no hope
of evolution rests in the failure (within
various countries) to establish a set of
artistic values that recognizes and includes
—rather than ignores—some of the interesting new art movements. Somehow, it
seems that the experimental artist dissatisfied with the old expressions and eager to
try out the new has been and is outnumbered and out-exhibited by arti^fs who,
protected by political parties or by organizations, have found ways to fight attempts
to change the situation.
Perhaps fault also lies in what appears
to be a tendency of some Latin American
agencies to give their official sanction to
already known artists at the expense of
encouragement for the innovators, the newcomers. My personal feeling is that with
few exceptions some of the group shows
sent out officially are of dubious quality
and are produced under the pressure of
what is termed '"democratic intervention"
by all the artists active in the participating
country. Is it possible that these group
JOS£ GOMEZ SICRE is chief of the Visual
Arts Section of the Pan American Union,
Washington, D.C.

C O M M E N T , LLOYD G O O D R I C H
Encouraging,, indeed, is the operting of
shows are put together around the Latin
new museums in various capitals of the
American concept of what the North
Latin American countries, and the estabAmerican or European viewers will expect
Mr. Gomez Sicre expresses eloquently two
lishment of n scale of values. It is to be
to find in such an exhibition? I feel that
fundamental aspirations: the desire to
hoped that c?je 'United States will send its
we are growing up, progressively, in Latin
know more about the culture of other
most
advanced
form
of
artistic
expression
America, and need not wait for approval
"nations, and the complementary desire to
to the Latin ^American countries which, in
from other continents in order to start
make ourselves known to others. Both
turn, could reciprocate with well-chosen
affirming our own standards. Conceivably,
objectives are essential if all peoples are to
examples
of
their
new
art.
In
recent
years,
a painter or sculptor from Chile, Brazil,
understand each other better—-the basic
three
Latin-American
artists
—
Roberto
or the United States, should be equally
need of our troubled age.
Matta, Rufino Tamayo and Wifredo Lam
well known in Rio de Janeiro, Caracas,
The Latin American situation invites
—
have
exerted
a
certain
degree
of
influ•
Buenos Aires or Havana.
comparison with our own. In both conence
on
Unwed
States
artists
while
young
»
Diverging from the concept that Latin
tinents there is vital contemporary creLatin Americans are strongly influenced
American art must be touristic or superation, but this creation is just beginning 1
ficial' or picturesque, there is an opposite by Alexander Calder and Jackson Pollock.
to be known beyond national ooundaries.
This issua^of Art in America expresses
viewpoint. Just as in the United States
Only recently has our Federal Government
hope that th$ Americas will examine their
in the last 20 years there has evolved a
rich culturaljfdevelopment with a view to , sent abroad the works of our contempormagnificent art movement of very high
ary artists (a backwardness stemming from
the interchange of knowledge between
quality and extreme importance, so in
Canada, th& States, Central and South ^ our traditional distrust of governmental
Latin America there are many artists—
America, and the Caribbean. To be valid, ; participation in art). Historically, most
with more or less the same intentions and
any
interchange should be established on t, cultural activities in the United States
the same ambitions as the modern United
have been supported by private capital,
the
same
level attained by these artists,
States painter—who have been working in
and international exchanges of contemporand never s£ipuld there be any concessions
a progressive manner and with deep inary art have been taken care of largely by
in
official
relations
or
for
the
sake
of
,
tellectual feeling. It seems most important
non-government organizations such as the
pleasing
th^'ignorant
by
a
display
of
the
that these artists be given recognition so
International Council at the Museum of
kind of art he "understands."
that the work they have produced, and
Modern Art.
With
reference
to
two
major
shows
of
are producing, can be viewed at least afc
The most serious obstruction to free
Pan
American
art,
held
this
Fall
at
the
widely as have the exhibits of Latin Amerinternational
exchanges by our GovernArt Institute of Chicago and the Museum
ican art of the more superficial type.
ment are the political attacks on many
of
Fine*
Arts
in
Dallas,
both
exhibitions
Rich in tradition, Latin America is usleading American artists by reactionary
!
represent th? new Latin America without
ing the international language of art much
,
elements in the art world and in Congress
compromise," and without that orthodox,
as it is used in the United States. Whether
—attacks
based entirely on alleged perdescriptive taste of a souvenir of a holiday'
figurative or non-objective, the new Latin
sonal backgrounds, in-v almost all cases
across
the
bbfder
or
a
memento
of
a
honeyAmerican painters are in search of a style
dating back to the 1930*s. To combat such
moon. I hoce that this will continue and
that can be shared by the entire hemitactics, what is needed is a clear statement
that the advanced artists of the United
sphere. The United States, as the richest
. from the Administration of a simple, obStates
will-be
shown
throughout
Latin
dnd most developed country, must be a
vious truth: that it is not the artists who
America so tjiat the people there can learn
major source of leadership and the natural
are being exhibited, but their works; and.
that the United States has produced somecenter in the culture that will benefit all
that their works must* be judged on their
thing
newer:
than
a
naive
sort
of
calendar
nations of the continent. With the broadmerits, not on the artists' personal lives.
art,
just
as
laymen
in
the
States
are'entitled
ening of all frontiers of art, there may be
If such a commonsense policy is adopted,
to learn that Latin American culture is
increasing opportunities for the exhibition
the reactionary attacks will lose their point,
producing
art
of
great
depth
and
conseand dissemination of the work of serious
controversies (which are inevitable) can,
quence.
The*,
flow
of
art
to
North
and
to
artists who are active throughout Latin
be conducted on the reasonable basis of
South is sure to increase the cultural bonds
America, with special emphasis on breakartistic qualities, and the future of govamong
the
Americas
and
to
accelerate
ing through the indifference and lack of
ernmental art activities will be' assured.
artistic
growth.
understanding that stem from prejudice.
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New Vistas
I
T

in Latin American Art

O FUTURE GENERATIONS of N o r t h

Americans, the decade that preceded the outbreak of World War
II may be looked back upon as the time
of the second discovery, of America. For
this was the period when a largely cartographical image of an 8,530,000-squaremile land area, directly connected with our
' southerly frontier, began to assume a social
and cultural reality. Impelled in part by
the necessity of finding international solutions to complex world economic problems, and by parallel interest in the condition of men everywhere, the American
mind suddenly became aware of its ignorance of this immense region. With the
protective blessing of the Good Neighbor
Policy, explorations of the actual scene
were begun, and these have gone far (in
a quarter of a century) toward establishing the foundations of Pan American community and consciousness.
In the cultural field, the initial findings
of. exploring scholars and institutions left
a general impression that contemporary
Latin American art was rich in promise
STANTON L. CATLIN, Assistant Director

of the Yale University Art Gallery, was
previously Curator of American Art at the
Minneapolis Institute of Arts where he
organized the post-War exhibition, "American Paintings: 1945-1937." He has firsthand knowledge of the west coast capitals
of South America and in 1942-1943 taught
the History of North American Art at the
University of Chile. The color plates of
paintings by Tamayo, Matta and Orozco,
who pioneered toward today's "new horizorts" in art are reproduced courtesy of the
Museum of Modern Art.
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but largely formative, and searching for
direction in a mixed atmosphere—varying
from country to country—of interest in
immediate environment, reflections of Eu-.
ropean modernism and adherence to colonial and 19th-century tradition. In this
reasonable, widely-held view, the Mexican
Renaissance overshadowed in importance
all other national movements throughout
the hemisphere.
This conception, which represented the
first broad understanding of the Latin
American artistic scene, has for two decades
remained uppermost in the North American attitude toward Latin American art.
However, during the post-War period the
scene has changed so substantially that a
reassessment of present conditions and
achievements seems necessary, if our perspectives are to maintain validity. In particular, the northwest countries of South
America, Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador can be used to demonstrate the striking changes that occurred in the Latin
American art world during the last 20
years.,., ;
At the beginning of the War, artists in
Colombia and Ecuador were interested
largely in the character of the national
scene as a means of conveying national
and indigenous values. The influence of
Mexico was strong, especially in Ecuador.
Artists were few in number and worked
in relative isolation. Exhibition facilities
were scarce and professional criticism in
the press almost non-existent. Although
Venezuelan artists, by contrast, felt the
influence of Paris through study abroad
and the artistic interest of a traveled and
sophisticated patron class which bought
their work along with advanced European

art, this comjparatively promising condition
represented more the hope than the fact
of national artistic achievement, and of
self-determined intellectual horizons.
Today, the astonishing increase in galleries and museums, the number of significant national and international shows, the
exploration of new and experimentation
with old media, the parallel pursuit and,
often, fusion of indigenous and international tendencies, and the trend toward
critical self-examination in published comment, have transformed the earlier scene.
Over a two-year period up to 1958, the
reports on Venezuela of the Boletin de
Musica y Artes Visuales of the Pan American Union record five important exhibitions of American art, including modern
Cuban, Mexican and United States paintings; a comprehensive show of one of the
finest of Cuban artists, Wifredo Lam; and
a collection of Pre-Columbian art. During
the same period, five major exhibitions
of modern European painting were held:
the work of 25 contemporary Italian painters from the Venice Biennale, two School
of Paris shows, one of leading- French
Post-Impressionist painters, and the graphic art of modern French masters. The
work of national artists was presented in
two large Salon competitions and in a
continuous and overlapping series of oneman and group exhibitions in nine Caracas
private and institutional galleries, in addition to the highly active Museo de Bellas
Artes. which presented the majority of
international shows.
In Colombia, though the amount and
scope of activity was more restricted, it
was similar in nature and of proportionate
national significance. During the last 12

ALEJANDRO OTERO (Venezuela): Color Rhythm 30,
duco on plywood, 1957. Collection Shell Oil Comp&hy.

months of the same period, the Boletin
reported shows in five private and institutional galleries as well as in the National
Museum; continuous exhibitions of national artists pursuing abstract as well as representational directions; also comprehensive
showings at the National Museum of The *
work of two leading national painters of
the current and previous generation —
Alejandro Obregon and Luis Alberto
Acuna — and the United States Painting
and the Italian Biennale exhibitions previously shown in Venezuela. The latter,
presenting work of the previous ten years
and including such artists as Afro, Campigli, Morandi and Guttuso, was welcomed
as the most "resonant" artistic event in
Bogota in many years.
This comprehensive activity, embracing'
a major area of the southern continent,
Nshows an enormously increased interest in
keeping abreast of international develop- fe
ments. It is in this very concern with world
developments and American realiti^g, side
by side, that one can find special significance. The simultaneous exploration of
both the international and the indigenous
American traditions, which have never
before come to terms, suggests that a continuing consciousness of regional identity
and resources is being placed in active
relationship with European, Notth American and Latin American phases of contemporary culture. This is the beginning,
if not the actuality, of a new regional outlook within the framework of modern
Western culture, with positive implications for both. The test of these developments must be in the art actually produced.
Something of the nature of this region s
artistic growth in the last 15 years can

be seen in the work of four leading painters; two from Ecuador and one each from
Colombia and Venezuela.
Oswaldo Guayasami'n and Manuel Rendon, both Ecuadorians, today represent the
ripening of individual styles which have
grown out of pre-War tendencies; they
illustrate the tenacity of artistic purpose
and independence of development among
individuals of a pioneering generation.
Guayasami'n, considered by many to have
been Ecuador's most promising and talented young artist of the early Forties, has
pursued his early interest in the turbulence
of American temperament into a style of
formidable power in which abstract elements have helped to enrich an essentially
humanistic content. .
Rendon, an older, established artist who
adapted themes from the life of southern
Ecuador to a style formed* in Paris, has
turned to more radical contemporary
sources in a forthright dedication to nonobjective painting. The breadtfy and independence of his abstract color compositions, painted in Ecuador in the midFifties, is an augury of new perspectives in
a country whose view has long been fixed
on the native scene.
Alejandro Obregon from Colombia and
Alejandro Otero of Venezuela, both under
40, developed moptTciirectly under the new
international influences. As in the case of
the majority of Larin American artists of
this generation, Obregon studied in the.
United States. He worked with Karl Zerbe
at the Boston Museum school, after a
period in Spain. Out of this background
he developed a cubist style which derives
much of its vitality from imaginative
sources of American origin, achieving,
through a richly articulated cubist picture
structure, a fresh anch evocative statement
of indigenous valuesANot the least indication of increased cpftact with the worldartist scene in Colombia, and the increased recognition of national artists who
have developed in the stream of international traditions, was the execution in
1957 of two impressive abstract murals by
Obregon, commissioned in the port* city
of Baranquilla.
Fully in the stream of international postwar
developments are the "Color-,
Rhythms" of the Venezuelan artist, Alejandro Otero. Exploring a non-objective
style that produces an expressive play between areas of flat color juxtaposed with
exactly calculated linear patterns, Otero
has achieved a somewhat romantic varia-
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ALEJANDRO OBREG6N (Colombia): Souvenir of Venice, oil, 1954. Moieom of Modern Art.

tion of pictorial construction derived from
De Stijl and the Bauhaus tradition—which
in recent years has found wide Latin American following, especially in Brazil and in
Argentina under the influence of Max Bill
and Josef Albers. Both the theoretical aspects and precise execution of Otero's
innovations exemplify the serious avantgarde activity that has taken root in this
and other regions of the Latin American
world.
The South American continent's greatest advancement, however, is centered in
Brazil and Argentina. In both countries,
the scene is burgeoning with museum and

private exhibitions of national and international art, including architecture, cinema
and the applied arts. Contemporary directions from European, United States and
Latin American sources are constantly
represented in specialized phases as well
as in survey and group shows. These have
all contributed a vital stimulus to professional production and popular appreciation, which has already led to widespread
consciousness of cultural rebirth and to
solid achievement in painting.
Among the recurring exhibitions of
greatest importance is the International
Biennial of Sao Paulo, Brazil, which.

1

ALOISIO MAGALHAES (Brazil): The City, oil, 1956. Courtesy Pan

erican Union. .

O S W A L D O G U A Y A S A M f N (Ecuador): My Brother, oil on
wood, 1942, Museum of Modern Art.

SARAH GRILO (Argentina): Theme Between Verticals, oil,
American Union.

1958. .Courtesy

Pan

MATTA (Chile): Listen to Living, oil, 1941. Museum of Modern

through the participation of Latin American artists from many otner countries and
the selections of work sent on tour, has
become a Mecca of Latin American living
art with catalytic influence on neighboring
nations. In Brazil, a country which continues to produce a wide range of direc• tions,. from folklore through social scene
and from stylized realist to non-objective
painting, it is hard to evaluate accomplishment in term's of single artists. Of exceptional quality, however, on a plane showing transformation of all elements of the
pictorial work into a totality of aesthetic
value, is the abstract painting of Aloisio
Magalhaes, whose center of activity has
been in Recife.
Two other examples of recent advanced
achievement on the East Coast are the nonobjective canvases of Sarah Grilo and the
figure compositions of Raquel Forner, both
of "Argentina. Grilo's art has evolved in
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close association with the post-War "concretist" school of pure abstract painting,
the ground for whose geometrical emphasis
was prepared in the Thirties when the
cubist discipline of the Frenchman. Andre
Lhote, was introduced into Argentine
teaching by Alfredo Guido. Grilo's modified geometrical forms effectively communicate a sensibility of true poetic value,
giving non-objective principles a new,
personal dimension. Raquel Forner, on the
other hand, has developed an early interest
in the opposite expressionist tradition into
a style of strong symbolic and formal impact in which her consistently maintained
concern for social meaning and human
crisis approaches decisive articulation.
It is difficult not to see in the work of
each of. these painters the emergence of a
larger view of art, dissociated from official,
or otherwise predetermined, conceptions
of artistic truth and cultural destiny; and

evidence of an increasingly successfulsearch for a reality based on direct experience, in which the new methods and
insights of the last
last half ccentury—international and American—are freely used.
In Chile,, a new generation
generat
has come of
age, bringing with it a new perception
of national values in art that has superseded the preoccupation with impressionist
aims and methods of pre-War years. The
Chilean critic R. Romera has characterized
these values as "liberty of interpretation,
lyricism and delicacy, aversion for forms
too analytical, and an intimate sense of
nature."
Representing this spirit is the painter
Nemesio Antunez who received one of the
chief inter-American prizes of the 1957 Sao
Paulo Biennial. Another present-generation
Chilean .who has impressed the international scene is Enrique Zanartu, a product of
the Hayter studio in New York and Paris.

JOSE O R O Z C O (Mexico): Zapatistas, oil, 1931. Museum of Modern Art.

RUFINO T A M A Y O (Mexico): Animals, oil, 1941. Museum of Modern Art.

ENRIQUE ZANARTU (Chile): Personages, oil, 1956. Museum of Modern Arf.
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More successfully fhan anyone else, Zanartu has transferred the formal discipline of
the Hayter engraving tradition into the
medium of painting. Like his countryman,
Matta, who during the late Thirties w<pn
international recognition for his brilliant
personal swle combining expressionist and
surrealist elements, Zanartu has established
himself in Paris.
Mexico^ which probably gave rise to at
least one of the most influential secular
movements in painting ever to originate
in the western hemisphere (and whose
native social-revolutionary perspectives
have had much to do with the still dominant North American concept of Latin
American art) seems to continue to
emphasize—in its official policies and institutional activities—preponderantly indigenous values in art. The artistic patri-
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mony of Rivera, Orozco and Siqueiros, and
their legacy of a national consciousness
reborn in the image of the Indian, are
matters of history marking one of the
major, autonomous cultural transformations
of the American world.
As Mexico has moved forward fron
this self-achieved vantage point into
position of close relationship with all other
independent nations of the world, a reaction to the concepts of its early art leadership has become inevitable. This reaction
has been in process for a number of years.The execution of Rufino Tamayo's mural t
fusing Mexican with international art values, in the Palace of Fine Arts in Mexico
City in 1953—an honor hitherto reserved"
to the three earlier pioneers—declared it.
It also became manifest with the organiza-

tion of the first Salon de Arte Libre in
1955 by artists protesting the selection of
work for the Winter Salon of that year
and the establishment, shortly afterwards,
of the Galeria Proteo, as a forum for artists
pursuing independent directions.
The Proteo circle of artists has since
grown in size and influence, publishing
its views and sending its exhibitions to
other American countries. One of its most
articulate spokesmen is the draughtsman.
Jose Luis Cuevas, whose recent statement,
"What I want in my country's art are broad
highways leading out to the rest of the
world,gather than narrow trails connecting one adobe village wfth another," suggests the preparation of fresh salients beyond the frontiers established by the epic
of Mexican art in the Twenties "^and Thirties. The penetrating vision and mordant

JOSS BERMUDEZ ( C u b a ) : Microflora, collage on
paper, charcoal, 1956. Museum of Modern Art.
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saxire of Cuevas' work, in direct descent
from the 19th-century Mexican tradition
of social comment, have secured for him
perhaps the most commanding outpost of
•this new promise.
f
Last in this abbreviated tour is Cuba,
which in the past two decades has produced many outstanding painters. The
example of their work, the constant stream
of exhibitions in Havana, the Cuban atmosphere of exchange and controversy,
and the favorable climate provided for a
threshing out of questions of international
versus American values has made Cuba a
Challenge to Mexico as the chief Latin
American source of artistic leadership and
influence in the Caribbean area. It remains
to be seen whether, under the new regime,
conditions will in the future be created
to maintain this position.

W I F R E D b L A M (Cuba): The Jungle, gouache on'paper,

1943. Museum of''Modern Art.

